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Make life more colourful with Polaroid! | TheBrandGuide #4
Back to the roots with instant cameras! 
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MAKE LIFE MORE COLORFUL WITH

Polaroid
Polaroid is known for its unique instant cameras that not only capture memories but bring that certain something to our photographic journey.
Let's take a look behind the lens together and discover what makes Polaroid so special.
Aqipa is responsible for the distribution of Polaroid in Germany.

Why Polaroid perfectly fits into your range?

Fascinating history: Polaroid is not just a brand, but an icon in the world of
photography. Since the groundbreaking invention of the instant camera in
1947, Polaroid has inspired generations of photographers and created a

living history. By including Polaroid in your range, you offer your customers a
piece of this enchanting past.

Innovative product range: Polaroid is much more than just instant
cameras. The brand has expanded its range and now offers a wide range of
products that will delight your customers. From high-tech printers that allow
you to print photos directly from smartphones to modern instant cameras
with innovative features and music players - Polaroid has something for

everyone.

 Unforgettable experiences: By adding Polaroid to your range, you give
your customers the gift of capturing magical moments and creating
unforgettable memories. The unique feeling of holding an instantly

developed photo in your hands is something that has taken on a very special
meaning in the digital era. Polaroid allows your customers to grab moments

and enjoy them in an authentic and spontaneous way.

 Competitive advantage: By including Polaroid in your range, you stand
out from the competition and offer your customers something unique.

Polaroid is still one of the best known and most popular brands in
photography. By working with this established brand, you will gain the trust

of your customers and position your business as an innovator in the industry.

More than experience

Polaroid's history is a journey of innovation and magical moments.

In 1947, Edwin H. Land revolutionised photography by inventing the world's first instant camera. From then on, people could capture their memories in seconds and the mystery of waiting for developed photos was solved. Polaroid has inspired generations of photographers ever since and remains a symbol of creativity and spontaneity.

Not only for pictures

Breaking boundaries once again, the iconic brand known for its instant cameras, is making waves in the music world. Expanding their product line, Polaroid now offers music players in a range of sizes and vibrant colors. Uniting sight and sound, this fusion of innovation and nostalgia is set to captivate music enthusiasts, elevating the Polaroid experience to a whole new level.
Get ready to groove and capture memories in rhythm!

Highlights forthe summer

Summer edition - Double
pack i-Type

Enjoy the summer with the brand
new, limited i-Type special edition
in a practical double pack. With
different frame colours, this
edition screams summer, sun and
a trip to the sea!

Even more fun with the second
generation Polaroid Now+. With a
range of creative options, the
camera offers aperture priority, light
painting and manual mode, among
others. The instant camera is made
from 40% recycled materials.

Our new three-packs for the i-Type
as well as 600 cameras, provide
more independence. You can shoot
up to 24 pictures with them.

ORDER NOW

 

*Purchase of Polaroid cameras + accessories requires dealer authorisation in advance / films can be ordered at any time.

All Polaroid products can be ordered directly and easily from our onlineshop after successful dealer authorisation.
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